We introduce a language for the formal speci cation of the cooperation of a network of agents with a shared data repository and private local data. LOTOS/TM is the orthogonal integration of the process-algebraic protocol speci cation language LOTOS and the functional, object-oriented database speci cation language TM. The speci ed world consists of a number of interacting LOTOS processes|describing the cooperating agents|and a special LOTOS process representing the shared data repository, which is modelled as a TM database.
Introduction
The design of advanced computer systems that help to organise the work for some communally undertaken task is an area of research that has gained increased attention over the last decade. The data management problem was identi ed by a number of authors, including Gree91, GrSa87, Skar] . Important reasons for the upsurge in interest more recently are the increased availability of ne-grain network technology at-the-ngertips on the one hand, and the understanding that formerly sequentially organised tasks can sometimes be performed more e ciently in a partly parallel fashion as a rule of thumb on the other hand. This only holds provided that the new task is well-designed. Attention, therefore, has also been paid to general questions of activity control, for instance by Kuut,RoBl] . Furthermore, some work has been done on the transaction support for CSCW by ElGi89, Kelt89a] and others. A nal dimension that has been studied is that of users and groups of users H uKS92, Kelt89b] . The eld, however, is fairly dynamic and consensus about generically applicable operational models has not yet been reached. It is generally believed that the existing, rich patterns of cooperation are insu ciently accommodated by existing technology and levels of control. Typical characteristics of the eld are, we believe, simultaneous activities by end-users in the cooperation, shared data on which the activities are focussed, and timely submissions of results of isolated activities. The key ingredients, thus, for a precise description of cooperatively undertaken tasks are, in our opinion, (1) user processes, (2) shared data, and (3) cooperative transactions. From a language design point of view, there is thus a need to de ne synchronous and asynchronous processes, data, and functions on the data.
One should observe that the design of cooperative scenarios|the name we use for the cooperatively undertaken tasks|is non-trivial: the scenarios involve inherently complex protocols dealing with a network of users, and are thus di cult to fully understand. It is our goal to formally describe these scenarios in such a way that we are capable of determining whether they satisfy certain characteristics such as lack of potential deadlock, the commutativity of certain user actions, or checking whether the actual order of database method invocations is allowed.
Many of the description languages that are in use in industry or have been proposed in the literature are either incomplete in that they do not accommodate the de nition of processes, data or data manipulation functions, or they seem to lack the formal foundation needed to answer the veri cation questions one may have regarding the scenarios. Our goal is to arrive at a well-founded and complete speci cation language. With this goal in mind, we explore the orthogonal integration of two very di erent, but already existing, speci cation languages: TM, an object-oriented database speci cation language BBBB93,BaBZ93,BaFo91], and LOTOS, a process-algebraic speci cation language for distributed systems BoBr87,ISO87,VSSB91]. Both languages have been in satisfactory use in their respective application areas for a number of years.
Features provided by the language combination speci c to supporting cooperation include facilities to specify shared, persistent data using an object-oriented data model, and facilities to de ne complex synchronisation and communication protocols among user processes which access the shared data. This general framework is characteristic of work ow systems, cooperative document authoring, and design for manufacturing, three application areas we are studying in the context of the Esprit TransCoop project.
A LOTOS/TM speci cation consists of a LOTOS part and a TM part. It identi es a network of user processes and an additional, special process for the shared database in terms of LOTOS.
This TM database is made available to the user processes through one or more external database gates. (A process gate, in the LOTOS sense, is a port through which the process can communicate with its environment in a prede ned way. When such an act of communication occurs, we call it an event at the gate.) An event at a database gate corresponds to a method invocation in the database, and this constitutes (one part of) the link between the two languages. The other part is achieved by also viewing the data local to a user process, and the data communicated between user processes as de ned in TM.
Accesses to the database can be speci ed in a cooperative way. For example, a number of user processes may synchronise on a particular method invocation: each participating process may provide arguments to the method invocation, and the processes negotiate on the values of the arguments. We refer to these synchronised operations as cooperative updates. This form of cooperation is expressed simply and elegantly in LOTOS/TM by synchronisation combinators, which are parameterised by the database gates. The speci cation designer may choose the granularity at which cooperation is to take place by the way methods are associated with gates: separate update and retrieval gates may be used to synchronise update operations and interleave retrievals (a feature useful for describing shared window applications), or the cooperation required for each method may be de ned independently by using a gate for each method.
In addition to describing shared persistent data, the functional nature of its methods allows TM to be used for declaring and manipulating local data within LOTOS processes. A process may encapsulate local data and de ne how it can be accessed by other processes by o ering events upon which the other processes can synchronise. This facility is useful for specifying private workspace data, for which the sharing of partial results can be controlled by the encapsulating process. An important advantage for simulation purposes comes from the observation that an appropriate transaction model for CSCW ought to allow the concurrent usage of the same data items by multiple users. The LOTOS/TM set-up uses external gates to access the database, and we can use the language to actually de ne, through a LOTOS behaviour expression, how these external gates are provided. We thereby de ne the behaviour of the database (i.e., the allowed ordering of method invocation events at the gates), and thus simulate its transaction model. This behaviour expression serves as an interface to the database, and can be de ned independently from the processes that access the database. An added bene t is thus that we can experiment with a number of transaction models, and empirically identify which transaction model features are most wanting. We stress that the LOTOS/TM language combination is being proposed mainly as a complete and well-founded formalism for CSCW applications. It has not been designed with the goal of user-friendliness in mind. To that purpose, we are currently working on a design language that is formally founded on LOTOS/TM, yet is easier to use, in part because of a graphical interface.
We will report on this end-user language CoCoA in a future paper. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide summary descriptions of the core languages LOTOS and TM and discuss their integration as far as LOTOS declarations and value expressions go. The issue of language combination is taken further in Section 3, where we outline the use of TM value expressions within LOTOS processes. We also study the (im)possibility of modelling data persistency in LOTOS in that section. As we have already identi ed shared, persistent data as one of the key ingredients for CSCW, Section 4 introduces external database gates as a way to access and manipulate persistent data. Section 5 gives examples to illustrate cooperation in the language, and proposes additional features that take advantage of TM's data type facilities. Section 6 makes comparisons to related work. Finally, Section 7 discusses open issues in the design and implementation of the language and gives an overview of future work.
2 Structure of LOTOS/TM The structure of a LOTOS/TM speci cation consists of a TM part and a LOTOS part. The TM part speci es a shared database; the LOTOS part speci es a number of processes that access the database. We assume a single TM database for now; Section 7.1 discusses the extension to multiple databases. The TM language is introduced in Section 2.1; Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe LOTOS.
TM
TM is an object-oriented (and type-theoretic) data model that is theoretically well-founded, and capable of expressing many, if not all, features of data models currently in use BBBB93, BaBZ93, BaFo91] . It is formally founded in a typed lambda calculus allowing for subtyping and multiple inheritance, based on the ideas of Card88]. Characteristic features of TM are the distinction between types, classes, and sorts; support for object identity and complex objects; and multiple inheritance of data structure, methods and constraints.
A TM speci cation de nes a database by its typed attributes and a set of methods that can be invoked on the database. Types of attributes may be arbitrarily complex: the type constructors supported are tuple (h i), variant ( j j]), set (P : : :), and list (L : : :). (An abstract syntax is given in Figure 1 .) A speci cation is organised in terms of sort and class de nitions. Sorts de ne complex value types; sort de nitions include methods (which are applied like functions, taking a sort value as an argument), and constraints that the values must satisfy. Figure 2: Basic LOTOS behaviour expression syntax.
object instance types; class de nitions include object methods and constraints (for a single object instance), plus class methods and constraints (for collections of object instances). Specialisation between classes (and sorts) is denoted by the ISA-clause, which may identify several superclasses. A class inherits the attributes, constraints, and methods of its superclasses.
Together with a collection of sort and class de nitions comes a database de nition, which closely resembles a class de nition. In the database de nition, a list of persistent variables is presented together with their type. (A common type for such a variable is PC, where C is some de ned class.) These variables constitute the database state. This is achieved formally by viewing the variables as attribute labels of a record, which is the database object. Besides persistent variable declarations, the database de nition also includes rules that the database state has to obey, and de nitions of methods that operate on the database state.
Database methods have an implicit self argument, which stands for the database object as a whole. Methods come in two avours: retrieval methods and update methods. Retrieval methods (or queries) take the database and retrieve some information from it. Update methods take the database and change its state. Both forms of method may require parameters. The language for method de nition is a full-edged functional language that incorporates simple arithmetic and rst-order boolean operators, as well as an extensive range of set operators for database queries in the style of complex object SQL SABB94]. This is opposed to the common practice in industry where methods are directly de ned in procedural languages like C ++ , which we believe is an obvious (and unfortunate) There are other possible occurrences of value expressions in Full LOTOS that are not part of structured events. These include actual parameters to process instantiations other than gate names, guards as conditions on possible behaviour, and the let construct for local value de nitions. Section 3 discusses these constructs in more detail.
3 Local process data The syntax of LOTOS/TM allows the use of TM expressions within LOTOS process de nitions. LOTOS variables are declared to have TM types and TM values are bound to these variables. We will refer to variables declared in a LOTOS process de nition as the local data of the process.
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Variables and persistency
It is important to understand both the nature of local process data, and the limitations of its use. In LOTOS, there is no notion of \variable" in the traditional, imperative sense of the word. A variable names a value, not a storage location. Variable declarations are local to a process de nition, and it is not possible to declare variables that are shared by more than one process. This has important consequences on the use of LOTOS to describe and manipulate persistent and shared data.
Persistency is speci ed in LOTOS using process parameters and recursion: to be retained, a value must be passed on as a parameter to a recursive instantiation of a process. Sharing of persistent data is modelled either by a complex value-passing protocol or by an interface process (for an encapsulated value) with which other processes synchronise. The data that is to be shared must be passed on as a parameter to all processes that share it, or the shared data must be enclosed within a process de nition that o ers operations on the data as synchronisation events (with the parameters and results of these operations communicated as event attributes). An example of this type of modelling is given in Section 5.1. This modelling technique is, however, limited, since persistency and sharing must be speci ed by the designer.
Section 4 introduces external database gates as a means for LOTOS processes to access and manipulate shared, persistent data. The remainder of this section discusses the use of TM for local process data.
Value expressions and variable declarations
In LOTOS/TM, LOTOS process variables are declared to have TM types. LOTOS/TM expressions (TM expressions that may contain LOTOS variables) will provide the values for these variables. A guard is a condition (a boolean TM expression) that must be ful lled to make a behaviour possible; if the guard is not ful lled, the guarded behaviour expression is equivalent to stop. Figure 5 lists the LOTOS/TM constructs that declare variables. Process de nitions can be recursive: they can be speci ed as non-terminating (noexit), or they can terminate with or without values (indicated by exit parameters). The accept construct is used to accept the results of a behaviour expression. The construct is used in conjunction with process enabling as shown. B 1 must terminate with an action of the form exit(e 1 ; : : : ; e k ). In contrast to function application, LOTOS processes that return values cannot be instantiated and used as value expressions, because the instantiation of a process de nition is a behaviour, not a value.
Expression evaluation and side e ects
Expressions in the ACT-ONE data language of Full LOTOS are de ned and simpli ed using equational speci cation techniques. The semantics guarantees that value expressions are evaluated without side e ects. (A LOTOS variable is bound to a value only once, and hence always refers to the same thing.) In order to integrate LOTOS and TM in an orthogonal way, we have guaranteed that LOTOS/TM expressions are also evaluated without side e ects. Section 2.1 introduced TM as a functional language, but it should be obvious to the reader that database update methods will change the state of the database. Thus, one would expect some TM expressions to have side e ects. Let's take a closer look at the forms of method invocation that can occur within LOTOS/TM expressions.
The syntax of method invocations in Figure 3 shows the functional application of a TM method.
It takes the form m e](e 1 ; : : : ; e n ), where the self argument, e, is supplied as an explicit parameter, between square brackets. When a TM update method is applied in a functional way, it returns the modi ed value as a result. The result of an update can only be made permanent if the updated value is kept (e.g., used to overwrite the previous value). Closer inspection of the constructs of LOTOS/TM reveals that it is not possible to update the database from within LOTOS/TM when methods are applied like functions. There are two reasons for this. First, in order to apply a database update method within a LOTOS/TM expression, the database state needs to be supplied as an explicit self parameter. But how can we get a copy of the database state to use as this value? This is not possible. Second, in order to apply a database update method in such a way that it changes the database state, the result of applying the method must be kept. But, assuming we can obtain a new value for the database state, how can we commit this value? Given the language features in Figures 3, 4 , and 5, there is no way to do this. The updated value can be bound to a LOTOS variable, but it cannot be made persistent. How to evaluate a database update method as a state change is addressed in Section 4.
Within LOTOS/TM expressions, method invocations are used to manipulate local process data. Because the method applications are purely functional, the expressions containing their invocations are without side e ects. Earlier, we restricted the TM data types that can be used within LOTOS/TM processes to be TM sorts. Objects can also be manipulated in a functional way as local process data, provided we de ne the semantics of an object in an appropriate way. Section 7.2 discusses issues related to object retrieval and update. The next section discusses binding TM values to LOTOS variables.
Binding TM values to LOTOS variables
When should LOTOS/TM expressions be evaluated? Full LOTOS uses a combination of syntactic substitution and equational simpli cation for its ACT-ONE data types. Syntactic substitution is used for let bindings and process instantiations. Equational simpli cation is used when terms must be compared (e.g., during synchronisation). The ADT equations are used to simplify ground terms (terms without free identi ers) in order to determine what transition rules are applicable to a behaviour. Processes that are to synchronise must apply transitions labelled with the same label (i.e., the same gate name and the same event attributes). Terms (value expressions) are thus simpli ed (evaluated) as part of state transitions. Any problems with simpli cation (e.g., due to incompleteness of the equation system) will mean that an event \doesn't happen."
For the evaluation of LOTOS/TM expressions, we will use a combination of syntactic substitution and function application. Syntactic substitution will be used for binding TM expressions to LOTOS variables in let constructs and process instantiations. Because TM method invocations within LOTOS/TM expressions are purely functional, syntactic substitution does not cause problems for expression evaluation (since the value of an expression does not depend on an external state). For the remaining binding mechanisms (accept bindings and variable declarations in event o ers), evaluation of LOTOS/TM expressions to values will be done as part of an event. An event won't happen if there is a problem with expression evaluation during a synchronisation attempt (e.g., due to a TM constraint violation).
As an example, we describe the synchronisation of two event o ers. Variables declared in the event o ers are bound to values as the result of successful synchronisation. For example, synchronisation of the structured events g !e 1 ?x 2 : 2 and g ?x 1 : 1 !e 2 , where e 1 has type 1 and e 2 has type 2 , results in the binding of the value of e 1 to x 1 and the value of e 2 to x 2 . LOTOS identi ers occurring in e 1 must be bound by the environment of the rst event; the scope of x 2 does not include e 1 . The same holds for the LOTOS identi ers of e 2 and the scope of x 1 in the second event. Evaluations of e 1 and e 2 are without side e ects.
In addition to the binding mechanisms listed in Figure 5 , TM values can also be bound to LOTOS variables by means of database retrieval methods. This is discussed in Section 4.
4 External database gates Section 3.1 pointed out that shared storage in LOTOS cannot be external to a process de nition. This has obvious disadvantages when it comes to specifying a database. A LOTOS/TM specication will therefore de ne a TM database that is external to all LOTOS process de nitions.
Collectively, we refer to the process de nitions as the scenario speci cation.
An interface for the database will o er method invocations as events. These events take place at database gates. Methods are invoked by LOTOS processes through synchronisation with the database interface at these gates. The self parameter to a method invocation event is implicit and is the database state. The database gate mechanism thus hides the database state from the scenario processes. Evaluation of a method invocation will thus depend on when the event happens with respect to the rest of the scenario speci cation.
Declarations and persistency
The TM module construct is used to declare the persistent attributes of the database object.
Modules methods de ne the operations that will be o ered at one or more database gates. A database is made available to the LOTOS part of the speci cation as an external gate parameter as follows: speci cation scenario db] := endspec where db stands for the name of a TM database (i.e., module de nition), and the keyword scenario introduces the LOTOS part of the LOTOS/TM speci cation.
A database gate can be split into two distinct gates, one for update method invocations and one for retrieval method invocations, if desired. We will denote distinct update and retrieval gates by db U and db R , respectively: speci cation scenario db U ; db R ] := endspec This indicates a partitioning of the update and retrieval methods (de ned in module db) among the two gates. The distinction is useful for describing cooperation dependent on the kind of method. (An example is given in Section 5.3.)
The partitioning of methods among gates can be used to control the granularity at which processes cooperate. where m 1 to m k are method names. In this way, the synchronisation for each method can be speci ed independently. Processes synchronising on a database gate must agree on what methods are invoked, and negotiate on what arguments are used for each invocation. A database gate can be seen as a mechanism for grouping together those database operations that will be synchronised upon in a similar way because of cooperation or negotiation requirements on parameters to the operations. Before discussing the form method invocation events will take, we rst consider the testing of database constraints.
Constraint testing
Although TM allows the description of sort, object, class, and database constraints, it does not address testing them. When constraints are tested is considered to be an implementation matter by the designers of TM, because the issue of where transactional boundaries are is unaddressed. Because LOTOS provides a context for TM method invocations, arguments to a method can sometimes be tested for applicability before the method is invoked, thus o ering a means to avoid constraint violations or unde ned results due to improper arguments. But this is not always possible, and LOTOS/TM must deal with the possibility of constraint violation when a method is invoked. Failures of methods invoked through the database gate will be dealt with di erently than failures of methods applied (functionally) to local data. Methods applied to local data are tied to expression evaluation and the occurrence of events (if a method invocation fails, the event does not happen); whereas methods invoked through the database gate will return status information about the success of the operation.
Method invocation events
The form of method invocation events at a database gate will vary slightly depending on how methods are associated with the gates. As mentioned above, three di erent associations are possible: a single database gate, separate update and retrieval gates, or one gate for each method. In the rst and second cases, the gate name must be parameterised with the name of the method to be invoked; in the third case, the method name is the gate name. An advantage of the rst two associations is that synchronisation combinators are easier to express, since they do not need to include long lists of method names. Our examples will use separate update and retrieval gates.
Updates Update events at a database gate will take the form: db U !method name !arg 1 !arg n !v where arg 1 to arg n are input arguments to the method, and v is a value of type bool indicating the success of the method invocation. 2 The types of the input arguments arg 1 to arg n must match the signature of the method de nition. Observe that each argument in the method event schema above is written as a value (!) declaration. The schema represents that of the event that occurs, not the event o ers of the LOTOS processes involved in the event.
For synchronisation with the database, values must be provided for all method arguments. However, these values might be provided by di erent processes. For example, consider the event o ers: db U !m !s 1 ?w: string ?x: bool and db U !m ?z: string !s 2 ?y: bool where s 1 and s 2 are strings, m is the name of an update method o ered at gate db U that takes a pair of strings as arguments, and x and y are variables to hold status information. These event o ers may synchronise together with the database, resulting in the occurrence of either a successful method invocation event: db U !m !s 1 !s 2 !true, or an unsuccessful method invocation event: db U !m !s 1 !s 2 !false. Notice that the rst event o er provides the rst argument s 1 to the event, and the second event o er provides the second argument s 2 to the event. We refer to such multi-participant database events as cooperative updates. Section 5.3 discusses the idea further and gives an example.
The 
(db U !m !e 1 !e n !true ; ) ] (db U !m !e 1 !e n !false ; ) The rst event only happens if the update method invocation completes successfully, without violating any constraints. The second event only happens if the update is not successful (e.g., it violates constraints). If the method invocation (or constraint testing as a result of the invocation) never terminates, neither event happens. 3 Retrievals Retrieval events at a database gate will take the form: db R !method name !arg 1 !arg n !v where v is a value of type jokay : ; error : errorj] and is the result type of the method. 4 With retrieval methods, we don't have the option to use an additional event parameter to indicate the return status of a method; if a method invocation fails, the value of this parameter is unde ned.
Note that if type is error, we can't tell the di erence between an error return and one which is successful (without reserved keywords for the tags). In practice, however, when a speci er makes use of the error type in a method signature, it is in the context of methods which return a variant, and not simply the value error.
As for update method invocations, the above schema represents a retrieval method invocation event that occurs at a database gate. Thus, all attributes to the event are written as value declarations. Again, values must be provided for all method arguments, but these values might be provided by di erent LOTOS processes.
A LOTOS process may synchronise with a retrieval event using the following syntax to test the variant result of the method invocation: Observe that removal of the okay tag from the result is somewhat cumbersome. Syntactic sugaring would allow the speci er to use a pair of events as follows:
(db R !m !e 1 !e n ?result : ; ) ] (db R !m !e 1 !e n !error ; ) where the rst event automatically removes the okay tag from the variant result, and assigns the value to a variable of type . Our implementation of LOTOS/TM allows this simpli ed syntax when it doesn't cause ambiguities.
Method composition
We will use the term method composition to refer to the construction of multi-step database operations using existing method de nitions. We can provide method composition in LOTOS/TM statically, by means of the database speci cation, or dynamically, by means of the behaviour speci cation. These options are explained below.
Static composition TM methods are atomic operations that we can de ne at a granularity to suit the application. The de nitions of several methods can be composed and o ered as another method in the database schema. Such a method will be made atomic by the speci cation language. This solution is not always feasible, however, since applications often require the possibility to dynamically compose methods.
Dynamic composition In order to specify multi-step database operations in LOTOS, we need language constructs for glueing together method invocation events. Events can be sequenced using the action pre x combinator (;). The following code sequences the two method invocation events: db U !m 1 !e 1 !true ; db U !m 2 !e 2 !true Unfortunately, the method invocation events of one process might be interleaved with those of another process (depending on the rest of the speci cation), so simply specifying that method invocations are sequenced does not create a multi-step database operation.
The LOTOS/TM speci cation and/or the database interface process (see Section 4.5) can restrict the interleaving of method invocations. The database interface process can be de ned to o er locking operations or start-transaction, end-transaction operations to a LOTOS/TM specication. Examples that use locking operations to control interleaving can be found in EvFa94].
The operations for supporting method composition will necessarily depend on the transaction model used.
The database interface
A database interface process can be de ned (by the system designer) to specify the behaviour at the external database gates. The interface process o ers method invocations as events at the gates and de nes the allowed orderings of the invocations. The interface process is placed in parallel composition with the behaviour part of a LOTOS/TM speci cation. As above, we assume two database gates: db U and db R . The synchronisation combinator j db U ; db R ]j is used as follows to compose an interface process with a scenario process:
interface db U ; db R ] j db U ; db R ]j scenario db U ; db R ]
The scenario process de nes the cooperative application that uses the database. The two processes synchronise on all of the events that occur at gates db U and db R . The interface process must not only o er method invocations as events, it must also supervise the interleaving of the invocations. For example, the interface might check whether method invocations are ordered to preserve database constraints. Additional operations (events) can be o ered by the interface process to extend the database functionality to provide the features of an advanced transaction model.
For the TransCoop project we plan to simulate the cooperative transaction model described in RKTW95].
Method invocation events are made by all processes that share a database, yet TM does not address multi-user services. To extend TM with multi-user, transactional capabilities, locking operations and lock acquisition protocols for a database can be provided by its interface process. An example of an interface process is given in Figure 6 . This process o ers transactional access to an encapsulated TM value. A transaction is opened with a transaction identi er (the tid value); a new subprocess is instantiated for the transaction, and subsequent operations use the tid as a parameter to ensure the abort or commit operation is made by the same transaction.
Specifying cooperation in LOTOS/TM
In this section, we provide some illustrative examples of the suitability of the LOTOS/TM combination to specify cooperation. The examples address navigation through a shared graph structure. Nodes and links between nodes are speci ed. The data existing at each of these nodes is assumed to be independent. Each user is associated with a particular node and issues operations on the data at that node in cooperation with the other users at that node. (We do not address the manipulation of data at the nodes, only the maintenance of the graph and its traversal.) Users may traverse the links connecting the nodes in order to switch to a di erent node, and hence cooperate with a di erent group of users. Traversal events are controlled by the speci cation; noti cation messages are sent to all users whenever a user switches nodes. We develop the example in two stages: rst, local process data is used to maintain the graph (see the d parameter of the navigator process in Figure 8) ; then the graph is moved to an external database (see the module de nition in Figure 9 ), and the methods are re ned to resemble complex queries. Our presentation is intended to illustrate the features of LOTOS/TM and includes only speci cation fragments.
Navigation through an encapsulated structure
This section gives an example of a LOTOS/TM speci cation of a shared graph structure. The TM part of the speci cation (see Figure 7) describes the shared diagram, constraints it must satisfy, and operations on its structure. The LOTOS part of the speci cation (see Figure 8 ) o ers graph traversal operations as events. The graph structure and traversal events are intended to dynamically guide the cooperations that take place among the di erent users active in the diagram. The combined LOTOS/TM speci cation: maintains the shared graph structure: a LOTOS/TM process encapsulates the diagram; users synchronise with this process to access the diagram. maintains activity group nodes: each node dynamically de nes an activity group, based on what users are currently associated with the node. enables graph traversal according to the structure: participants can dynamically enter and exit node groups by traversing links. sends automatic noti cation when a user changes groups: the notify event is o ered to each user; it is parameterised with the user's current group and the set of user names associated with that group. We assume the set of users associated with a particular node group to be cooperating. The participants in this kind of cooperation are dynamically determined.
The provided. After a traversal event occurs, a noti cation event is o ered at gate notify for each user, giving the members in the user's group. Subsequent traversal events are o ered by the recursive instantiation of the process using the modi ed (post-traversal) graph structure. The example introduces the use of a TM-speci c LOTOS construct: generalised parallelism over a nite set. We use the syntax: par x : in e jjj B x , where e is a TM expression of type P and B x is a behaviour expression dependent on x. The construct allows the speci cation of and parallelism. In Figure 8 All of the interleaving behaviours must complete before the composite behaviour can terminate. Obviously, the semantics of this construct is dependent on the collection being nite. 5 Moreover, in order to know the value of dd:USERS, the construct requires migrate d](usr; link) to be evaluated (syntactic substitution is used for the binding of dd), but this evaluation is not done as part of an event. (The notify events must happen for all of the users in dd:USERS, and this cannot be expressed as a selection predicate.) We plan to investigate what forms the interleaved behaviour expressions can take, and whether to allow other parallel combinators to be used. Although mapping the construct to an implementation is only possible when the par collection is nite, we feel the usefulness of the construct to describe cooperation outweighs its problems.
Navigation events at a database gate
We now move the encapsulated data structure of the previous section to an external module de nition, making it an attribute of the database. The example is suggestive of things we would like to be able to prove about our speci cation: for example, the fact that user name is a key for USERS (see Figure 7) implies that all users are sent a noti cation message.
The example introduces a second TM-speci c LOTOS construct: generalised choice over a set of values. 6 The following syntax: But the generalised choice construct seems to express the possible traversal events more intuitively than does the selection predicate.
Cooperative updates
LOTOS/TM can be used to specify cooperative updates in which multiple users synchronise on a method invocation event at an external database gate. Parameters to an invocation are provided in a cooperative manner by the di erent users. As an example, consider a system in which two users perform tasks independently. Suppose all updates to a shared database should be agreed upon by both participants. We indicate this below by the combinator j db U ]j, which expresses synchronisation on a database update gate:
user db R ; db U ](name 1 ) j db U ]j user db R ; db U ](name 2 )
Cooperative update operations wait for shared commitment to the database. A cooperative database update does not happen until all participants are ready to perform it. The specication indicates that retrievals at the database gate db R can be interleaved. For this example, it doesn't matter in what order the shared data is read, as long as the updates are synchronised upon. The distinction of two gates, db U and db R , corresponds to a partitioning of the methods by functionality. We might further distinguish the granularity at which cooperation is to take place by specifying one gate for each method.
We saw an example of a cooperative update event in Section 5.2. The navigator process in Figure 10 can synchronise with user processes on gates N U and notify as follows: All N U !traverse events will be synchronised upon by the processes, as indicated by the combinators; the N R !links and N R !groups events of process navigator are done without cooperation, as are any retrievals done by the user processes. Noti cation events o ered by the navigator process synchronise independently with each user process, with the user's name given as an event attribute.
Related work
Given the nature of LOTOS/TM as the integration of two already existing languages, and given the fact that the integration is orthogonal, with the only modi cation to either language being the use of Full LOTOS with TM values, Section 6.1 starts o by comparing our work to current proposals for extensions to LOTOS. Section 6.2 gives commentary on cooperative document authoring, an application area we are working to describe in LOTOS/TM as part of the TransCoop project.
We focus on one research e ort in particular that uses LOTOS to describe a synchronous editing environment. Section 6.3 discusses previous and related work on integrating LOTOS and TM.
This last section is included for completeness.
Extensions to LOTOS
E-LOTOS is an international research e ort to develop an ISO standard for Extended LOTOS. The project was established in 1993 to identify and propose enhancements for LOTOS. The proposals include (but are not limited to) an improved data language, typed gates, time quanti cation of events, non-synchronised termination, exception handling, and suspend and resume capabilities. For obvious reasons, we would like LOTOS/TM to be compatible with E-LOTOS. LOTO95] is a working document that summarises the proposed extensions. The 1995 E-LOTOS meetings have resolved to replace the ACT-ONE data type language of Full LOTOS with a two-level language based on an ML-like functional approach MiTH89] and an equational (ACT-ONE or extended ML) approach. JeLP95] details the proposed data type extensions. The new data language will be formally de ned, with a strongly typed, strict functional semantics. The following features are proposed: built-in type constructors such as records, variants, lists and arrays (with functional update); recursively-de ned ( rst order) functions (and hence non-termination); subtyping (particularly on records); and support for exception handling. It is important for the data type extensions to be compatible with existing LOTOS speci cations, and therefore support is needed for the equational de nition of data types. It is not yet clear what the relationship between the functional and equational data type languages for E-LOTOS will be.
TM meets most of the above requirements, the exceptions being array and function types, equational data type de nition, exception handling, and a strict semantics. Although arrays and functions are not available as built-in types in TM, the language does provide ample type de nition facilities to describe them. TM provides a rich collection of built-in data types that includes sets.
Constraints can be de ned to further specify the legal values of a type. Equational type de nition is not supported in TM.
Exceptions would be a useful extension to the TM language, as they would introduce a convenient way to handle failures arising from database constraint violations. As mentioned in Section 4.2, TM does not address the failure of expression evaluation because it is a speci cation language. The downside of introducing exceptions is that they would make TM implementational in some respects. Exception handling is a data type issue that also a ects the de nition of LOTOS. A syntax for exception handling within LOTOS processes would be needed, and the dynamic semantics of LOTOS would need revision, since exceptions raised during data evaluation could give rise to behaviour transitions. We are not in a position to resolve this issue for LOTOS/TM; we can only await the outcome of the E-LOTOS standard.
Using a strict semantics for TM would not always be desirable. TM allows the de nition of predicated (and hence in nite) sets. This could be an obstacle to meeting the strictness requirement, since the evaluation of an expression that describes an in nite set may not terminate. 
Cooperative document authoring
Cooperative document authoring is one of the application areas we are studying in the TransCoop project. Related work on cooperative authoring typically falls into two categories: models derived from an implemented system that lack a formal description (e.g., PrSh94] and Askl94,MaAM93, MiMa93,Olss94]), and formal models that are limited to operations on simple data types, such as inserting or deleting a character or drawing a brush stroke (e.g., PrKn92] and ReSp93]). The former approaches de ne a conceptual model, based on a system that has been successfully implemented; the latter approaches use simplistic data models. In contrast, our work emphasises formal speci cation, and uses a powerful, object-oriented data model. Below, we discuss one of these approaches, which uses LOTOS to describe cooperative authoring.
LOTOS speci cation of a CSCW tool ReSp93] investigates the use of Full LOTOS to specify the CSCW tool We-Met (Window Environment Meeting Enhancement Tools) WoRB92].
We-Met provides a drawing area in which several users can work simultaneously; it is based on synchronous communication. The LOTOS speci cation distinguishes actions initiated by user displays (each display is modelled by a process) and those broadcast by the central We-Met system (also modelled as a process). All displays synchronise upon the actions broadcast by the central system. As in our work, LOTOS synchronisation combinators are used to describe the cooperation required for shared views. The examples are con ned to a simple stack data structure, however, and only the signatures are given for the data operations. Our work, on the other hand, focuses on the cooperative use of more complex forms of shared data, as found in an object-oriented database.
Integration of LOTOS and TM
Database interoperability BySt92] discusses the use of LOTOS and TM to specify protocols for database interoperability. The languages are used in orthogonal ways to formally describe di erent aspects: LOTOS is used to specify the interconnection protocols for cooperation; TM sort de nitions are used to specify the communicated data types. Examples are of a travel agency with local branches and a distributed seat reservation system. LOTOS behaviour expressions are given to de ne the ordering of database operations at each site, and to de ne the interactions between sites. The examples are restricted to the Basic LOTOS subset of Full LOTOS, and only method names are used in the LOTOS processes, without method parameters. The use of TM values within LOTOS is not addressed. LOTOS/TM is more expressive than the language of BySt92] in that it allows the speci cation of synchronisations that depend on arguments to method invocations.
Merge options for LOTOS and TM EvFa94] analyses three di erent approaches for an orthogonal merge of LOTOS and TM: the LTM-value approach (TM values are encapsulated in a version of Full LOTOS), the LTM-gate approach (persistent TM data is made available to LOTOS processes through external database gates), and the LTM-event approach (a LOTOS scenario event may synchronise with a number of TM method invocations at di erent databases).
The rst two approaches form the basis of the work we have presented here; the third approach is described below. Examples are given to motivate each merge option. Di erent speci cation styles are used to emphasise di erent aspects of cooperation: a task-oriented speci cation style for steps and sequencing, an agent-oriented speci cation style for communication between participants, and a data-oriented speci cation style for the interleaving of operations on shared data. TM methods are applied in a functional way to local data encapsulated by a LOTOS process; TM methods are applied in an imperative way to shared external data by means of database gates and method invocation events. Both possibilities can be used to describe cooperation among processes that share data. Encapsulated local data can be used when ne-grained protocols are needed to specify how sharing is to take place. Access and manipulation of local data is speci ed explicitly. Method invocation events on external data can be used both for synchronisation of independent computations and for negotiated database operations. Method invocation events express cooperation simply and elegantly, using a single language construct. The remainder of this section gives an overview of our ongoing and future work on LOTOS/TM. Section 7.1 discusses the application of LOTOS/TM to multiple databases. Section 7.2 discusses two open issues in the design of LOTOS/TM and outlines their partial solution. Section 7.3 discusses limitations of the language with regard to declarative, high-level speci cation and userfriendliness. Section 7.4 outlines our plans for an integrated tool set environment for LOTOS/TM, built on the existing tool sets for the two languages.
Extension to multiple databases
The structure of a LOTOS/TM speci cation can be extended to multiple databases. In this case, the TM part speci es a number of independent databases, each de ned using the module construct. Each LOTOS process is parameterised by external gates to the database modules it uses. As for the case of a single database, every TM type that is mentioned in the interface of a database module (as a parameter or result type of a method) can be used in the LOTOS part of the speci cation. Additional types can be de ned for value encapsulation, manipulation, and communication by LOTOS processes. Processes that communicate data must share the types of the communicated data, otherwise synchronisation is not possible.
Database modules as objects In TM, objects and databases both have records as their underlying type. All attributes of an object, and all attributes declared in a database are persistent.
The only di erence between a database and an object is the lack of an oid for a database; it is not possible to refer to the attributes of a database other than by name. Nevertheless, TM databases are objects in the Oblique sense Card94]. Oblique is a language that supports distributed objectoriented computation, with network references to objects; its objects are persistent records (without oids) that are local to a site and referred to by name. In our extension of LOTOS/TM to multiple databases, each module de nition will declare a database; the module's methods will de ne the operations that can be applied to the database. It is possible to declare TM modules on a scale small enough to be considered \normal" (i.e., Person-type) objects, and thus very similar to Oblique objects in that they are referred to by name, rather than oid. When external gates are associated with such small-scale \database modules as objects," a ne-grained speci cation of the database interface becomes possible: one can specify the allowed interleaving of method invocations at these gates, and the events at these gates a ect only a small amount of persistent data.
The database interface The TM methods invocable at a database are atomic; they serve as primitive building blocks for the construction of cooperative scenarios. In the extension to multiple databases, we require that the methods of one database do not directly invoke the methods of other databases. Instead, composite operations that involve multiple databases need to be de ned in the LOTOS part of a speci cation. Thus, the processes that share the databases are responsible for organising the desired cooperation.
An interface that o ers method invocations as events can be speci ed for the case of multiple databases by combining the behaviours de ned for all of the independent databases. The behaviours of di erent databases can be interleaved by composing their interface processes with the The combinator emphasises the fact that all of the databases function independently. The usual issues in distributed database management need to be tackled when cooperation involves several databases. Because the interfaces o er method invocations as events, the composition of the interfaces must ensure that the ordering (interleaving) of method invocations at di erent database gates does not cause problems. For example, deadlock could be possible when more than one database is locked during a multi-database operation. To solve these problems, a more complex interface to the databases could be de ned to o er transactional operations over multiple databases, perhaps using additional gates.
Open issues
There are two open issues in the design of LOTOS/TM: the evaluation of selection predicates with value generation, and the retrieval and update of database objects. These are discussed below.
Value generation with selection predicates In Full LOTOS with ADTs, it is not necessary for all variables to be bound to values when a selection predicate is evaluated; some variables acquire values by way of the ADT equations. Consider the selection predicate of the following LOTOS/TM event 7 : notify !u:user name !u:user group ?g : P string g = who dd](u:user group)]
Depending on the synchronisation attempt, the selection predicate might need to be evaluated without a binding for variable g (i.e., when synchronisation with an unconstrained ?-declaration is attempted). However, to evaluate the selection predicate as a TM expression, g must be bound, since both arguments to the \=" operator are evaluated to values before the test for equality. LOTOS value generation would assign the result of the method invocation to variable g, but this con icts with the semantics of expression evaluation in TM. The evaluation of selection predicates in combination with value generation requires further investigation, but simple equivalences like the one above that involve a ground TM expression on one side, and a LOTOS variable on the other side might be allowed, since value generation in this case is trivial.
Object retrieval and update Earlier, we restricted database interface types to be TM sorts.
Retrieving objects from a database introduces a number of important questions. Consider binding a retrieved object to a process variable. What the retrieved object denotes is important when we consider applying methods to the object. It is not su cient to retrieve an oid from the database. In order to apply retrieval methods to the object (e.g., in a local workspace), the values of its attributes must also be retrieved. Similarly, if some of its attributes refer to other objects, then the values of their attributes also need to be retrieved, and so on. Our implementation of LOTOS/TM will need to rely on a versioning mechanism to support object retrieval, since the values of a retrieved object's attributes should not be a ected by database updates that happen after the object was retrieved.
Updating a retrieved object complicates things further. Recall that LOTOS/TM expression evaluation is without side e ects, and methods are applied in a functional way to process data. Because of this, only copies of objects can be retrieved from the database (be bound to process variables) and be manipulated as local process data, since applying update methods to a retrieved object will not modify the database. The local modi cations made to an object copy must be explicitly saved to the database by invoking update methods at the database gates.
7.3 Declarative, high-level speci cation As a result of experimentation with the proposed LOTOS/TM language, we are aware that specications to describe even simple work ow scenarios can quickly become unmanageable in size. In some respects, the LOTOS/TM language seems too \low level" to be used by scenario designers. It is necessary for the designer to describe some aspects of the cooperation that might be automatically provided by the system. For this reason, more declarative constructs for cooperation will be introduced as \macro" extensions to the LOTOS/TM language. We have chosen to call this extended language CoCoA (Coordinated Cooperation Agendas). The CoCoA language extensions will be mapped to LOTOS/TM for formalisation. The more declarative constructs of CoCoA will aid in the de nition of the essential elements of cooperation, such as users, user workspaces, and 
Implementation of a tool set
Both LOTOS and TM have tool sets to aid speci cation design. We plan to integrate the existing tool sets for the two languages to allow users to take advantage of the tools already available, in addition to the new tools we develop for the combined language.
Our implementation of LOTOS/TM will provide a simulation environment for visualising the cooperative behaviour of a scenario speci cation. The simulator will allow the designer to visualise the o ering of method invocation events, and to \walk through" a speci cation. The simulator will be designed along the lines of the Smile simulation environment for LOTOS Eert93]. The step-bystep unfolding of a behaviour will o er choices of possible events to the user for selection, including operations at the database gates, and process synchronisation and communication events that do not involve the database. Because event o ers include LOTOS/TM expressions, event selection will initiate an expression evaluator for their step-by-step evaluation.
Another essential component of the tool set will be a type checker for LOTOS/TM. Many speci cation errors involve data types and can be statically detected. The usage of LOTOS/TM gate names that correspond to database gates will be checked against the method signatures in the database schema for correct typing.
